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Disclaimer 

While ILEX considers that the information and opinions given in this work are sound, all 
parties must rely upon their own skill and judgement when making use of it.  ILEX does 
not make any representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy or 
completeness of the information contained in this report and assumes no responsibility for 
the accuracy or completeness of such information.  ILEX will not assume any liability to 
anyone for any loss or damage arising out of the provision of this report. 

The report contains projections that are based on assumptions that are subject to 
uncertainties and contingencies.  Because of the subjective judgements and inherent 
uncertainties of projections, and because events frequently do not occur as expected, there 
can be no assurance that the projections contained herein will be realised and actual 
results may be different from projected results.  Hence the projections supplied are not to 
be regarded as firm predictions of the future, but rather as illustrations of what might 
happen.  Parties are advised to base their actions on an awareness of the range of such 
projections, and to note that the range necessarily broadens in the latter years of the 
projections. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Ofgem and DTI have recently consulted on the framework for setting transmission 
charges within a Great Britain (GB) wholesale electricity market1.  The 
consultation proposed that NGC, as GB System Operator designate, should 
develop the GB transmission charging methodologies, within a framework based 
on NGC’s current licence conditions.  This may imply that the prevailing England 
and Wales charging methodology would become the basis for determining 
charging across GB such that the modified transmission arrangements, proposed 
by NGC for implementation in England and Wales on 1 April 2004, would be 
extended to GB under BETTA.  This commissioned project estimates the zonal 
transmission network charges that would apply in GB under these circumstances. 

Using ILEX projected GB TNUoS tariff rates we explore the impact that these 
GB-wide tariffs might have on renewable generation, compared with generation 
from non-renewable sources.  The analysis covers the period 2003 to 2010. 

The transmission charging regime also affects distribution connected generators 
through its effect on supplier TNUoS charges and hence the embedded benefits 
available to distribution connected generation.  Our analysis shows that on all 
comparisons, generation from projected renewable sources in GB would be 
disadvantaged in comparison with generation from projected non-renewable 
sources in GB and that this differential in charges would increase with time.  This 
is illustrated in Table 1. 

Table 1 - Comparison of the charges on generation classes 

 GB average cost of 
TNUoS (£/kW) 

Renewable Non-
renewable 

2005 Transmission connected 13.85 3.28 

 Distribution connected2 -3.87 -11.16 

2010 Transmission connected 20.33 2.36 

 Distribution connected -1.27 -6.70 

 

Our modelled results also show that transmission connected generation in 
Scotland (in general) would be required to pay significantly higher Transmission 
Network Use of System (TNUoS) charges than generators connected to the 

                                                 
1 'Transmission charging and the GB wholesale electricity market’, Ofgem/DTI, August 

2003. 
2 The figures for distribution connected generation relate to only avoided supplier TNUoS 

charges. 
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transmission system in England and Wales.  Our analysis suggests that 
transmission connected Scottish generators would contribute 51% of total GB 
generator TNUoS revenue in 2005, although they would account for only 14% of 
the GB transmission-connected generating capacity.  By 2010 we estimate these 
figures would increase to 78% and 15% respectively. 

Our analysis suggests that the average charge imposed on transmission connected 
renewable generation in GB is expected to increase from just over 4 times the 
charge on non-renewable generation in 2005 to over 8 times by 2010.  We 
estimate that the average value of avoided supplier demand charges to non-
renewable generators would be just under 3 times the value available to renewable 
generators in 2005.  We estimate that by 2010 the value of avoided supplier 
demand charges for non-renewable generation would be over 5 times greater than 
that available to renewable generators. 

We conclude, therefore, that extending the proposed England and Wales 
transmission-charging methodology, as envisaged, would adversely impact 
renewable generation, compared to non-renewable generation, on a GB-wide 
basis.  Furthermore, this effect is likely to become more pronounced over the 
period 2005 to 2010, given the projected growth in renewable generation 
connected in Scotland. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 ILEX has been asked by Scottish Power Energy Management Limited to analyse 
the impact of extending the England and Wales transmission charging 
methodology to GB.  It is expected that the proposed GB charging arrangements 
will lead to an increase in the level of transmission use of system charges that are 
levied on generation in Scotland together with a decrease in the charges levied on 
Scottish demand. 

Background 

1.2 Ofgem and DTI have recently consulted on the framework for setting 
transmission charges within a Great Britain (GB) wholesale electricity market3.  
The consultation proposed that NGC, as GB System Operator designate, should 
develop the GB transmission charging methodologies, within a framework based 
on NGC’s current licence conditions.  This may imply that the prevailing 
England and Wales charging methodology would become the basis for 
determining charging across GB such that the modified transmission 
arrangements, proposed by NGC for implementation in England and Wales on 1 
April 2004, would be extended to GB under BETTA. 

1.3 Additionally (but separately) NGC have proposed a number of changes to the 
transmission charging methodology (both connection and use of system) for 
England and Wales4.  If Ofgem accept NGC’s proposals then these new charging 
arrangements will be implemented in England and Wales on 1 April 20045. 

1.4 With BETTA implementation planned for April 2005 at the earliest6, our work in 
this study assumes that the changes which are presently being suggested by NGC 
for England and Wales, will apply to GB under BETTA.  Subject to Ofgem’s 
initial conclusions on the transmission charging arrangements for GB, it is 
expected that NGC will publish its own indicative GB tariff figures before the 
end of the year (December 2003)7. 

                                                 
3 'Transmission charging and the GB wholesale electricity market’, Ofgem/DTI, August 

2003. 
4 National Grid Conclusions Reports to the Authority – ‘Modification proposal to the Use 

of System Charging Methodology (UOSCM-M10)’ and ‘Modification proposal to the 
Connection Charging Methodology’ (CCM-M-07) – both 21 November 2003. 

5 In line with the process set out in National Grid's Transmission Licence, Ofgem has a 
period of 28 days (from the date NGC Conclusions report is lodged) in which to veto the 
proposed modifications, otherwise they will be automatically implemented. 

6 Subject to the Energy Bill being passed. 
7 Suggested during informal discussions with NGC. 
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1.5 Much of the existing renewable generation in GB is located in Scotland and a 
significant proportion of new renewable generation will also be located in 
Scotland.  Furthermore, much of the renewable generation is, and will be, 
connected to the distribution networks.  These ‘distributed generators’ will be 
affected by the level of transmission charges that are levied on demand in the 
zone in which they are located. 

Objectives 

1.6 The main aim of this study is to examine the extent to which application of the 
England and Wales transmission charging methodology to the GB market will 
affect generation from renewable sources as compared with generation from non-
renewable sources.   

1.7 Given the relatively high renewable resource in Scotland and the prospect of the 
new GB transmission charging arrangements leading to high charges for Scottish 
generation (together with low, or negative, transmission charges for demand), it 
may be that renewable generation in GB is disadvantaged – when compared to 
non-renewable generation.  The work in this study will test this hypothesis. 

1.8 This work estimates the zonal transmission network charges that would apply in 
GB on the assumption that the existing (and proposed8) transmission charging 
arrangements in England and Wales are extended to GB. 

Approach 

1.9 The main part of the work is the modelling of generation and demand 
Transmission Network Use of System charges (TNUoS) across GB, in the event 
that the proposed arrangements in England and Wales are extended to GB under 
BETTA. 

1.10 Our approach is to use and extend NGC’s DC load flow (DCLF) model to 
incorporate Scotland and to build a tariff model which is capable of converting 
the nodal marginal cost outputs from the DCLF into zonal TNUoS tariff rates.  
We have developed location-specific GB generation (renewable and non-
renewable) and demand scenarios for 2005 and 2010 in order to produce future 
estimates of GB TNUoS tariffs. 

1.11 We use the modelled GB TNUoS tariffs to also assess the potential impact of GB 
transmission charges on renewable and non-renewable generators.  Derived 
generation transmission charges are used for estimating the impact of the new 
charging regime on transmission connected generation and GB demand charges 

                                                 
8 The detail of the proposed changes to the transmission charging methodologies, both for 

use of system and for connection, is described in paragraph 2.8. 
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are used to assess the potential impact on distribution connected renewable 
generation9. 

Limits to, and exclusions from, the work 

1.12 The work does not consider transmission losses nor does it consider distribution 
system charge structures. 

1.13 The impact of, or on, Renewable Obligation Certificates (ROCs) is outside the 
scope of this work and is not considered. 

Report structure 

1.14 Section 2 of this report is concerned with the development of GB-wide TNUoS 
tariffs based on extension of the proposed methodology for England and Wales.  
The section sets out the (high level) modelling process and describes the key 
assumptions we have made in the analysis. 

1.15 Section 3 presents the results of the study.  This includes the results of ILEX’s 
modelling of GB-wide transmission charges and how the tariffs might change 
going forward in time to 2005 and 2010.  We also use the derived GB TNUoS 
tariffs to estimate the potential impact that these may have on renewable 
generation in GB over the same period.  The study considers a number of key 
sensitivities.  These are also described and presented in Section 3. 

                                                 
9 Distribution connected generation is termed ‘distributed generation’ and abbreviated 

‘DG’ throughout this report.  DG is often also called ‘embedded generation’ – the terms 
are synonymous. 
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2. METHODOLOGY AND ASSUMPTIONS 

2.1 This section describes the approach taken to extend the Investment Cost Related 
Pricing (ICRP) methodology, as proposed by NGC for implementation in 
England & Wales in April 200410, across Great Britain.  In carrying out the 
analysis we have adopted a number of assumptions which have an important 
impact on the results.  These assumptions are also discussed in this section. 

Existing transmission charging methodology in England and Wales 

2.2 The present methodology for deriving transmission network use of system 
charges in England and Wales is based on a long run marginal cost model.  The 
Investment Cost Related Pricing (ICRP) methodology was introduced by NGC in 
1993/94.  Whilst there have been some (relatively minor) modifications to the 
methodology over the years the basic approach has remained largely unchanged. 

2.3 The transmission network use of system (TNUoS) tariff comprises two separate 
elements – a locationally varying element and a non-locationally varying 
element. 

Locationally varying element 

2.4 This element of the charge aims to reflect the incremental capital investment cost 
in the transmission system which is required to provide the bulk transport of 
power between national locations.  This element includes an amount for 
operation and maintenance of the system. 

Non-locational element 

2.5 This is related to the provision of security and to the recovery of residual 
revenue. 

Function of the ICRP model 

2.6 The model calculates marginal MW-km for each transmission system node and 
calculates weighted average values for each of the 12 demand zones and 15 
generation zones.  The marginal costs are translated to a set of zonal £/kW tariffs 
by multiplying by an expansion constant to create volume weighted averages.  A 
uniform tariff element is added for generation and demand respectively in order 
to represent the cost of providing a secure network and to yield the total target 
TNUoS revenue - in accordance with a given split between generation and 
demand11. 

                                                 
10 Known by NGC as ‘Strawman 5’. 
11 This split is presently 73% from (supplier) demand and 27% from generation.  The aim 

to attain a 75:25% overall split between demand and generation once connection charges 
have been included. 
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2.7 The number and definition of generation zones is not fixed.  NGC presently use a 
number of criteria to determine zones12 and to periodically review zonal 
definitions in England and Wales. 

Proposed changes to the charging methodology in England and Wales 

2.8 NGC has conducted a review of its charging methodologies over the last 12 
months as part of its Charging Review process.  This has culminated in proposals 
to modify the transmission charging methodologies – for both connection and 
use of the transmission system in England and Wales. 

2.9 After consultation with the industry, NGC has recently submitted to Ofgem13 two 
‘Conclusion Reports’.  These are: 

• ‘Modification proposal to the Connection Charging Methodology’ (CCM-M-
07) – both 21 November 2003; and 

•  ‘Modification proposal to the Use of System Charging Methodology 
(UOSCM-M10)’. 

Modification proposal to the Connection Charging Methodology 

2.10 This proposes a move to a ‘shallower’ connection charging methodology 
whereby any shared connection assets, whose costs were previously recovered 
through connection charges14, are moved into infrastructure and recovered 
through TNUoS charges.  This new ‘super-shallow’ connection charging 
methodology effectively moves the connection boundary such that some 
substation and site infrastructure costs are no longer included in the connection 
charge.  This will significantly increase the non-locational element of the final 
TNUoS tariffs. 

2.11 The ‘Plugs’ modification also proposes that the costs of all ‘generator-only 
spurs’ are moved from users’ connection charges into TNUoS (infrastructure) 
charges. 

Modification to the Use of System Charging Methodology 

2.12 The methodology for determining TNUoS tariffs proposed by NGC for 
implementation in April 2004 is still fundamentally based on the present ICRP 
methodology – but with a number of important individual changes.  These are 
listed below. 

                                                 
12 One of the criteria presently applied by NGC in England and Wales is that zones should 

contain nodes whose marginal costs are all within +/-£1/kW (1996/97 prices) across the 
zone.  Another criteria is that the nodes within zones should be electrically and 
geographically proximate. 

13 Strictly speaking the Conclusion Reports are submitted to the Gas and Electricity 
Markets Authority (The ‘Authority’). 

14 Demand connectees (i.e. DNOs) sometimes refer to these as ‘exit charges’. 
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• calculation of nodal marginal costs using a simplified DC load flow (DCLF) 
model15; 

• the application of a locational security factor16 in order to include the cost of 
providing secured transmission capacity on a locational basis; and 

• changes to the expansion constant17; 

− the use of forward-looking transmission infrastructure costs; 
− separate expansion constants for 400kV and 275kV and also for cable 

and overhead line circuits. 

Modelling approach 

2.13 The work to develop TNUoS transmission tariffs for the whole of GB is based on 
the proposed new methodology in England and Wales.  The ILEX modelling 
approach comprised five key steps.  These are listed below: 

• building a tariff model (which uses the nodal marginal costs outputs from 
NGC’s transport model); 

• calibrating the base-year tariff model against published NGC figures; 

• extending the DCLF model data inputs to Scotland (including 2005 and 
2010); 

• developing location-specific GB generation (renewable and non-renewable) 
and demand scenarios for 2005 and 2010; and 

• developing transmission tariffs for the whole of GB, by zone. 

Building the tariff model 

2.14 We built a tariff model which uses the results from NGC’s stand-alone DCLF 
ICRP TNUoS transport model, together with a range of other input assumptions, 
to arrive at zonal GB tariff rates.  The model replicates the methodology 
described in NGC’s Statement of the Use of System Charging Methodology. 

2.15 The tariff model takes the zonal outputs of the DCLF model and applies an 
‘expansion constant’ and a locational security factor18 in order to determine the 
initial locational element of nodal costs. 

                                                 
15 The current method makes the assumption that power flows between nodes according to 

the shortest distance.  The proposed method more accurately estimates the actual 
physical power flows using the electrical parameters of the transmission circuits (e.g. the 
impedance of each route.) 

16 The locational aspect of security is represented by applying a security factor to the 
expansion constant in the tariff model. 

17 This is the £/MW cost factor used to derive the (absolute) nodal marginal costs (and 
hence final zonal tariffs. 
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2.16 The ILEX tariff model calculates adjustment factors to control the share of total 
TNUoS revenue allocated to demand and generation and also to control the 
overall total in accordance with NGC’s allowed return from TNUoS charges19.  
The allowed revenues for Scotland were added to give a total allowed GB 
revenue TNUoS revenue. 

2.17 Finally, the tariff model converts the total revenues for each zone into zonal 
TNUoS charges, expressed in £/kW. 

Calibrating the base-year tariff model 

2.18 Before GB tariffs for 2005 and 2010 can be developed it was important to 
calibrate the ILEX tariff model against NGC’s own indicative tariffs. 

2.19 As part of the calibration process, the ILEX tariff model optimises 
generator/demand share of TNUoS and the total NGC allowed revenue.  An 
optimal match with NGC’s indicative Strawman 5 tariffs was achieved with a 
generator/demand split of 27.6:72.4% and a total allowed revenue of £823m.  
These parameters were used as the basis for all other modelling in this project. 

2.20 Before considering Scotland, we sought to use the ILEX tariff model to re-
produce the NGC indicative tariffs for 2004/0520.  Using NGC’s ICRP base data 
for 2003/04, the ILEX tariff model can replicate the indicative TNUoS prices21 
for England and Wales accurately. 

2.21 Only after calibrating the base-year tariffs, obtained from the ILEX tariff model, 
against published NGC figures did we extend the transport model data inputs to 
Scotland in order to obtain GB results.  This gave us a high degree of confidence 
in the final GB zonal tariffs. 

Extending the DCLF model data inputs to Scotland 

2.22 The analysis required the development of a GB-wide DCLF model.  This was 
built around NGC’s DCLF model which, subject to Ofgem approval22, will be 
used to determine TNUoS tariffs in England and Wales from 1 April 2004. 

                                                                                                                                                
18 NGC propose to initially set the locational security factor for England and Wales to a 

value of 1.9. 
19 We used the published tariffs to back-calculate the allowed revenues for England and 

Wales.  This, we determined to be £823m (post-Plugs). 
20 The illustrative ‘Strawman 5’ tariffs were used – as distributed by NGC as part of the 

Charging Review on Friday 5 September 2003. 
21 As per NGC’s proposed changes to the connection and use of system transmission 

charges methodologies. 
22 NGC lodged its Conclusion Report on the modification proposal to the Use of System 

Charging Methodology (UOSCM-M10) with the Authority (Ofgem) on 21 November 
2003.  Ofgem has a period of 28 days to veto the modification. 
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2.23 The DCLF incorporates the other proposed modifications to the use of system 
charging methodology (as described in paragraph 2.12) – the so called 
‘Strawman 5 model’. 

The DCLF model for England and Wales 

2.24 The proposed NGC DCLF model requires the following inputs: 

• nodal generation; 

• nodal demand; and 

• transmission circuit details; 

− resistance (R) and reactance (X) values; 
− node-to-node circuit lengths (including details of cable sections); 
− cost information for 400kV and 275kV cable and lines (expansion 

constants); and 
− details of circuits with significant spare capacity. 

2.25 This information was already contained within the (issued) DCLF model.  In 
order to produce GB TNUoS tariffs the model was extended to include Scotland.  
In extending the DCLF model to Scotland we were required to obtain the same 
input information as already contained within NGC’s model for England and 
Wales. 

132kV circuits in Scotland 

2.26 In Scotland, 132kV circuits are often used for the bulk transportation of power 
and have significant amounts of connected generation.  As such, 132kV is 
defined as a transmission voltage in Scotland23.  Scottish 132kV circuits, and 
132kV expansion constants, are therefore included in the GB DCLF model 
(along with 400kV and 275kV circuits). 

2.27 All Scottish circuit information was obtained via the relevant Seven Year 
Statement (SYS). 

Under-utilised lines in Scotland 

2.28 In deriving its tariff rates, NGC make allowances for circuits which are deemed 
to be under-utilised.  It is assumed that the cost of accommodating additional 
power flows on these circuits is lower than for other circuits as a direct result of 
the surplus capacity24.  For England and Wales those lines which are deemed to 

                                                 
23 The 132kV transmission assets are owned and operated by Scottish Hydro-Electric 

Transmission Limited (SHETL) in the north and by SP Transmission plc. in the south. 
24 NGC define a circuit as being under-utilised if, under secure network conditions, it is 

loaded at below 50% of its rating.  In such circumstances the MW.km cost of the circuit 
is reduced to 75%. 
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be under-utilised are identified in the DCLF and these were used for our base-
line and calibration calculations. 

2.29 For the modelling of future years we were required to identify under-utilised 
lines – particularly for Scotland where no information was available.  For this we 
first ran the model in order to ascertain power flows.  We then used some simple 
rules based on the resultant unsecured power flows and the circuit thermal 
ratings (obtained from the relevant SYS) in order to identify and define the 
under-utilised circuits.  For consistency, we used the same approach across GB 
for the future years 2005 and 2010. 

Developing GB generation and demand scenarios 

2.30 In order to develop TNUOS tariffs for 2003, 2005 and 2010 we developed 
scenarios for the capacity and location of new generation and demand. 

Transmission connected generation 

2.31 We used the transmission company 2003 Seven Year Statements (SYS) to 
provide information on the type, size and location of new generation in 2005 and 
2010 where applicable.  For transmission-connected renewables we used the 
ILEX renewable generation database and also information from a recent ILEX 
study on the costs associated with the integration of renewables the UK25.  The 
Scottish transmission connected renewable generation units were allocated to 
Eccles (in the South of Scotland), Beauly and Sloy in the North of Scotland. 

2.32 All scenario assumptions were cross-checked for consistency against information 
contained within the ILEX GB wholesale market model26. 

Distribution connected generation 

2.33 Much of the new (and existing) generation will be connected to the distribution 
networks – at 33kV and below in Scotland and at 132kV and below in England 
and Wales.  We again used the ILEX renewable generation database and other 
recent ILEX studies to inform the development of distributed renewable 
generation scenarios. 

2.34 In assessing the level of distributed (renewable) generation we took a view on the 
amount of distribution-connected renewable generation capacity which may have 
already been accounted for in the three sets of SYS demand figures. 

                                                 
25 This was an industry study carried out by ILEX in August 2003.  The scenario used 

assumes that that the Government’s Renewables Obligation (RO) targets are met and 
that Scottish wind plays a major role in achieving them.  This scenario is similar to the 
‘North Wind’ scenario developed for the System Costs of Additional Renewables 
(SCAR) work carried out by ILEX for the DTI in October 2002. 

26 The ILEX GB wholesale market model is known as GBGen. 
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System demand 

2.35 Our modelling used winter peak demand (ACS) demand information obtained 
from the three SYSs.  For 2005 and 2010 the total zonal demand was grown in 
line with SYS forecasts, adjusted for additional distribution-connected 
generation.  This was again cross-checked against the information and 
assumptions contained within the ILEX market models. 

Developing GB transmission tariffs 

2.36 With the DCLF appropriately modified and extended to include the two Scottish 
transmission networks, and with the development of the ILEX tariff model, we 
have been able to generate GB-wide TNUOS tariffs for 2003, 2005 and 2010 – 
using the relevant demand and generation scenarios. 

2.37 The model runs a simple DC load flow model to calculate marginal MW-km for 
each transmission system node.  Weighted average values for each of the 14 
demand zones and 18 generation zones are then calculated.  The marginal costs 
are translated to a set of zonal £/kW tariffs by multiplying by an expansion 
constant to create volume weighted averages. 

2.38 A uniform tariff element is added for generation and demand respectively in 
order to recover residual costs and to yield the total target TNUoS revenue – in 
accordance with a given split between generation and demand. 

Security standards in Scotland 

2.39 NGC’s ICRP transport model (present and proposed) is not a ‘secured model’ 
and as such does not calculate the marginal MW.km costs of a secure 
transmission network.  NGC’s proposed DCLF-based charge methodology does, 
however, use a simple security factor multiplier which is applied to the 
expansion constant in order to derive locational security costs (as opposed to the 
non-locational security cost approach currently used).  The factor is derived by 
NGC using fully secured load flow modelling in order that users can replicate the 
tariffs without having to run a full secured DCLF model themselves. 

2.40 In this study we have adopted the same approach of applying a simple security 
factor in the modelling of locational security costs for GB. 

Non-half-hourly demand tariffs 

2.41 Our modelling does not include the development of non-half-hourly demand 
tariffs.  In any event, in England and Wales, these are set with the intention of 
recovering the same amount of revenue as would be the case if the half-hourly 
(Triad) tariff was applied to all customers. 
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Modelling assumptions 

2.42 There are a number of inherent assumptions in our analysis.  These are briefly 
described below. 

Network information 

2.43 Our modelling uses publicly available transmission network information.  All 
information was extracted from the relevant transmission company SYS.  
Network, demand and generation information for England and Wales in 2003/04 
was included in the NGC DCLF model. 

There is some degree of uncertainty over future network investment 

2.44 There are a number of independent views associated with the future levels of 
transmission investment which may be required to support the increase in the 
connection (and operation) of renewable generation – as per the Government’s 
renewables generation targets. 

2.45 The Renewable Energy Transmission Study (RETS) for example, reported to the 
DTI Transmission Issues Working Group (TIWG)27 that an additional £725m of 
transmission network investment may be required in order to accommodate 
8GW28 of wind generation by 201029. 

2.46 ILEX do not have access to the detailed network changes associated with the 
RETS study and so the effects of RETS, or any other independent transmission 
reinforcement study, are not included in our modelling30. 

Generator only spurs 

2.47 Under NGC’s proposed ‘Plugs’ methodology, generator-only spurs are moved 
from users’ connection charges into TNUoS (infrastructure) charges.  No explicit 
adjustment has been made in our modelling of the Scottish networks to reflect 
this change31. 

                                                 
27 The Transmission Issues Working Group – final report; DTI, June 2003. 
28 6GW of wind generation in England and Wales and 2GW in Scotland by 2010. 
29 In such circumstances one might expect allowed revenues to increase accordingly. 
30 There are a number of uncertainties and conditions associated with the RETS estimates 

(and others) which would, in any event, make their inclusion (at this time) in this GB 
tariff modelling exercise of questionable value. 

31 Since the Scottish allowed revenues are based on a proportion of the NGC revenues 
(which account for ‘Plugs’) the impact of generator-only spurs in Scotland has been 
implicitly considered. 
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Interconnectors 

2.48 Our work assumes that the England-Scotland interconnector is absorbed into the 
GB transmission system – as per Ofgem’s proposals. 

Defining the ICRP reference node 

2.49 The choice of reference node will affect the total system MW.km and the nodal 
marginal MW.km but does not affect the final volume-weighted tariff values. 

2.50 The NGC DCLF model uses ‘Pelham’ as the reference node.  The DCLF model 
can be made to automatically select the reference node as part of the network 
flow optimisation process.  For GB, the model selects a different node for each 
of the scenario years modelled. 

2.51 Removal of the England – Scotland interconnector but retention of the Scot 
Border generation zone means that the final tariff in this zone is particularly 
sensitive to the location of the reference node.  This is due to the (effective) 
removal of generation in this zone and the generation volume-weighted 
calculation of zonal tariffs.  All other zonal tariffs are unaffected by the choice of 
reference node. 

Scottish transmission zonal definitions 

2.52 We have assumed that each Scottish transmission owner (TO) area equates to a 
single TNUoS zone, both for generation and demand.  Also, for the purposes of 
this study we have retained the Strawman 5 zonal definitions for England and 
Wales.  This facilitates comparison between the proposed TNUoS tariffs for 
England and Wales and those modelled for GB. 

Treatment of the Scottish 132kV transmission network 

2.53 Scottish 132kV circuits are explicitly considered in the extended ICRP model in 
the calculation of total MW-km. 

Treatment of distributed generation (DG) 

2.54 Distributed generation – generation connected at 33kV and below in Scotland 
and 132kV and below in England and Wales – are included in the nodal 
transmission system demand figures. 

2.55 We have assumed that the Scottish Power SYS demand figures are not inclusive 
of DG.  For both England and Wales and the North of Scotland we used the 
figures from the relevant SYS which included the effect of DG32. 

                                                 
32 We used the ILEX renewable database, ILEX market models and SYS information to 

adjust the level of renewable DG included in the net demand figures. 
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Location of DG 

2.56 The quantity of DG – both renewable and non-renewable – was determined, 
individually, for the North and South of Scotland and for all Distribution 
Network Operator (DNO) areas in England and Wales.  Within each area the 
total projected DG capacity was allocated uniformly, as negative demand, across 
all transmission system nodes. 

Allowable revenues 

2.57 Our modelling used the indicative NGC Strawman 5 tariffs along with the 
corresponding generation and demand figures in England and Wales in order to 
estimate NGC’s allowable TNUoS revenues.  This was determined to be 
£823m33. 

2.58 For Scotland we assumed a total Scottish (pre-Plugs) revenue of 25% of that in 
England and Wales.  We have also assumed that as a result of the proposed 
‘Plugs’ methodology, the proportion of assets which will transfer into 
infrastructure will be the same in Scotland as for England and Wales34.  We 
therefore assume that the total Scottish revenue is still approximately 25% of that 
in England and Wales after the implementation of ‘Plugs’.  On this basis, our 
assumed total GB revenue for 2003 is £1,030 million35. 

2.59 Given the uncertainties associated with future transmission price control 
settlements, our modelling kept the allowed revenue constant for all future year 
scenarios considered. 

Security standards in Scotland 

2.60 NGC’s ICRP transport model (present and proposed) is not a ‘secured model’ 
and as such does not calculate the MW.km costs of a secure transmission 
network.  NGC’s proposed DCLF-based charge methodology does, however, use 
a simple security factor multiplier which is applied to the expansion constant in 
order to derive locational security costs (as opposed to the non-locational 
security cost approach currently used).  The factor is derived by NGC using fully 
secured load flow modelling in order that users can replicate the tariffs without 
having to run a full secured DCLF model themselves. 

2.61 NGC have proposed that for 1 April 2004, under the new DCLF charging 
methodology, this security factor for England and Wales should be set at 1.9. 

                                                 
33 This is the projected allowable revenues under the proposed ‘Plugs’ connection 

methodology. 
34 NGC estimate that the allowed TNUoS revenue in England and Wales will increase by 

around £160m as a result of the implementation of Plugs. 
35 This is estimated TNUoS revenue only and does not include connection charge revenue. 
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2.62 Transmission planning standards in Scotland provide for a different network 
security when compared to those used by NGC in England & Wales36 and it is 
not clear whether or not this figure of 1.9 is applicable to the two Scottish 
networks.  In our modelling we apply the 1.9 security factor to the whole of GB 
but also run some GB sensitivities using figures of 1.5 and 2.5 for Scotland only 
(retaining 1.9 for England and Wales). 

Triad demand response 

2.63 Nodal transmission demand is modified by user responses to Triad demand 
warnings37.  Our analysis does not account for this although we do not anticipate 
(confirmed informally by NGC) that this would have any major impact on the 
results.  Our expectation is that if this were incorporated, then zonal demand 
charges may increase, on average, by a few percent. 

Effect of proposed modifications to the connection charging methodology 

2.64 Under the proposed ‘Plugs’ methodology, the definition of the connection 
boundary will change resulting in significant assets38 being transferred from 
connection to infrastructure.  In our analysis we have assumed that these 
transferred assets have a 73:27% allocation between demand and generation such 
that the target allocation of infrastructure assets in GB remains at 73:27%. 

Expansion constant 

2.65 The ‘base-case’ expansion constant used for the analysis of GB charges was 
£9.29/MW.km.  This matches the value advised by NGC for their network in 
2003/4.  This expansion constant is for 400kV overhead line in England and 
Wales.  All other expansion constants are defined relative to this base reference. 

2.66 We have assumed that the expansion constants for 400kV and 275kV overhead 
line and cable in Scotland are the same as those used by NGC in England and 
Wales. 

                                                 
36 The Scottish companies both plan their networks to a so-called ‘N-1’ security standard.  

This means that supplies are secured in the event of a single outage of a (defined) 
network element.  In England & Wales NGC generally plan the transmission network to 
a higher security standard (‘N-2’). 

37 ILEX believe that the effect of this in England & Wales is to reduce total nodal demand 
by approximately 1.5GW.   

38 The value of these assets is assumed to be around £200m for GB (£160m in England and 
Wales and £40m in Scotland). 
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2.67 Our modelling required expansion constants for 132kV circuits (cable and line) 
in order to model the Scottish 132kV transmission voltage39.  Table 2 details the 
projected relative line and cable cost as used in the GB modelling. 

Table 2 – Expansion constant parameters (relative costs) 

 Expansion 
constant 

relativities 

Expansion 
constant 
absolute 
values 

(£/MW.km) 

400kV cable factor 24.89 231.32 

275kV cable factor 25.96 241.17 

132kV cable factor 28.6 265.23 

400kV line factor 1.00 9.29 

275kV line factor 1.88 17.47 

132kV line factor 3.00 27.87 

 

Adjustments for circuit under-utilisation 

2.68 As part of the modelling we were required to identify under-utilised lines.  For 
this we calculated the ratio of circuit power flow to circuit rating and compared 
the result against a threshold figure (the under-utilised line threshold factor) in 
order to define which circuits were deemed to be under-utilised.  Circuit power 
flows (unsecured) were obtained by first running the DCLF model.  Thermal 
ratings were obtained from the relevant SYS.  For consistency, we used the same 
approach across GB for the future years 2005 and 2010. 

2.69 In using this approach we found that an under-utilised line threshold factor of 
10% gave the same number of under-utilised lines in England and Wales as 
indicated in NGC’s DCLF.  The 10% figure was therefore used in the base-case 
modelling of GB.  Where a power flow was less than 10% of the thermal rating 
of the circuit in question we deemed the circuit to be under-utilised.  We applied 
the NGC approach adopted in England and Wales to GB and reduced the 
transport cost of these circuits to 75%. 

2.70 Whilst we recognise that under-utilised lines can only be properly identified 
using a secure load flow model, we believe our approach to be reasonable for the 

                                                 
39 These were estimated using Gross Asset Values (GAVs) from NGC’s ‘Statement of 

Connection Charging Methodology’, April 2003 and ILEX estimates of 132kV line and 
cable ratings. 
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purposes of this study and that the approximations we have made will not 
materially affect final results in the context of the objective of this analysis40. 

An alternative approach 

2.71 In assessing which circuits are under-utilised, NGC compare circuit loading 
(under a secure load flow model run) with the thermal ratings and deem a circuit 
to be under utilised if is operating at below 50% loading. 

2.72 If one was to make the broad assumption that circuits operating under an N-1 (or 
an N-2) security standard are not be loaded to greater than 50% for security 
purposes41 then it might not be unreasonable to set a simple under-utilisation 
factor at 50% of the (estimated) secured line loadings. 

2.73 To this end we also produced the GB tariffs using an under-utilisation factor of 
25% (50% x 50%).  The 10% under-utilisation factor was, however, used as our 
base-case since this better represented the circuit conditions given by NGC for 
England and Wales. 

Industry developments 

2.74 Our work in this study does not consider the concept of reduced transmission 
charges for renewable generators in ‘peripheral’ areas as proposed in the recent 
Ofgem/DTI consultation.42  Neither do we consider the issues raised in Ofgem’s 
recent consultation document on the treatment of small generators under 
BETTA.43 

                                                 
40 Our simplification assumes (amongst other things) that the same pattern of power flows 

exists under secure and non-secure conditions – which is not necessarily true.  Since we 
do not have access to a secure load flow study as part of this study, we believe that our 
simplified approach provides an appropriate estimation. 

41 Recognising that this is only true for a simple two circuit (parallel) line arrangement.  
Where there are more than two parallel operating circuits, lines may be under firm 
(secure) operation at higher line loadings.  It also depends on the specific protection and 
running arrangements of the particular circuit, or circuits, in question. 

42 ‘Transmission charging and the GB Wholesale Electricity Market (Part 2)’, Ofgem, 
August 2003. 

43 ‘Small Generator Issues under BETTA – An Ofgem/DTI Consultation Document’, 
Ofgem, November 2003. 
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Data requirements and data sources 

2.75 Table 3 shows the sources of information we have used in the analysis and their 
source. 

Table 3 – Overview of data sources 

Data item 2003 2005 2010 

Network    

England and 
Wales 

NGC DCLF 
model44 

NGC 2003 SYS 
(04/05) 

NGC SYS 
(09/10) 

South Scotland SP 2003 SYS 
(03/04) 

SP 2003 SYS 
(04/05) 

SP 2003 SYS 
(09/10) 
 

North Scotland SHE 2003 SYS 
(03/04) 

SHE 2003 SYS 
(04/05) 

SHE 2003 SYS 
(09/10) 

Nodal demand    

England and 
Wales 

NGC DCLF 
model 

NGC DCLF 
model, scaled to 
meet total 04/05 
forecast, adjusted 
for new 
renewable DG 

NGC DCLF 
model, scaled to 
meet total 09/10 
forecast, 
adjusted for new 
renewable DG 

South Scotland SP 2003 SYS 
(03/04) 

SP SYS (04/05), 
adjusted for new 
renewable DG 

SP SYS (09/10), 
adjusted for new 
renewable DG 

North Scotland SHE 2003 SYS 
(03/04) 
 

SHE SYS 
(03/04), scaled to 
meet total 04/05 
forecast, adjusted 
for new 
renewable DG 

SHE SYS 
(03/04), scaled 
to meet total 
09/10 forecast, 
adjusted for new 
renewable DG 

Nodal generation    

England and 
Wales 

NGC DCLF 
model 

NGC SYS 
(04/05) 

NGC SYS 
(09/10) 

                                                 
44 Based on NGC’s 2003 SYS 2003/04 network. 
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Data item 2003 2005 2010 

South Scotland SP 2003 SYS SP 2003 SYS, 
plus ILEX 
assumptions 

SP 2003 SYS, 
plus ILEX 
assumptions 

North Scotland SHE 2003 SYS SHE 2003 SYS 
plus ILEX 
assumptions 

SHE 2003 SYS 
plus ILEX 
assumptions 

Allowed revenue    

England and 
Wales 

Calibration of 
NGC DCLF 
model against 
published 
Strawman 5 
tariffs 

As 2003/04 As 2003/04 

Scotland 25% of England 
and Wales 
allowed revenue 

25% of England 
and Wales 
allowed revenue 

25% of England 
and Wales 
allowed revenue 

Generation share 
of allowed 
revenue 

Calibration of 
NGC DCLF 
model against 
published 
Strawman 5 
tariffs 

Calibration of 
NGC DCLF 
model against 
published 
Strawman 5 
tariffs 

Calibration of 
NGC DCLF 
model against 
published 
Strawman 5 
tariffs 

Renewable 
generation 

Relevant SYS ILEX renewable 
database 

ILEX renewable 
database (based 
on Government 
targets) 

Distributed 
Generation 

Relevant SYS 
and ILEX 
renewable 
database 

ILEX renewable 
database. 

ILEX renewable 
database (based 
on Government 
targets) 

Expansion 
constants 

NGC DCLF 
model plus ILEX 
estimates for 
132kV 

NGC DCLF 
model plus ILEX 
estimates for 
132kV 

NGC DCLF 
model plus ILEX 
estimates for 
132kV 
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3. RESULTS 

3.1 In this section we present the results of our analysis.  These are: 

• ILEX GB TNUoS tariffs for 2003 (base case); 

• ILEX GB TNUoS tariffs for 2005; 

• ILEX GB TNUoS tariffs for 2010; 

• impact on GB tariffs of: 

− definition of under-utilisation; 
− security factor in Scotland; 

• impact on GB renewable generation; and 

• impact on GB non-renewable generation. 

Base case 

3.2 Our GB base case is defined as a having an under-utilisation factor of 10% and a 
security factor of 1.9.  The base year is 2003. 
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ILEX GB TNUoS tariffs 

3.3 This section present the results of the GB TNUoS modelling exercise. 

Table 4 – GB Generation zone tariffs (base case) 

Generator 
zone Zone area 

Strawman 5 
tariff for 

E&W 
(£/kW)45 

2003 2005 2010 

A Northern Scotland  13.68 15.38 23.69 
B Southern Scotland  10.56 12.41 12.77 
1 Scot Border46 9.37 1.63 4.20 -3.33 
2 North East 9.21 9.10 8.42 7.31 
3 North West 5.13 3.61 4.16 3.46 
4 Humberside 5.88 5.46 4.96 3.90 

5 Mersey, Pennines and 
Notts 

4.17 3.57 3.14 1.98 

6 Nearly North Wales 5.68 4.89 4.81 3.74 
7 Dinorwig 10.06 9.26 9.21 8.12 
8 East Anglia 3.10 2.63 2.20 1.13 
9 Midlands 2.01 1.38 0.96 -0.10 
10 South Wales -2.92 -3.49 -5.01 -6.30 
11 Thames Estuary & Herts 1.64 1.18 0.21 -1.83 
12 Kent sliver 0.57 0.07 -1.26 -3.27 
13 Central & SW London -5.48 -5.98 -7.54 -8.95 
14 South Coast & Oxon -0.24 -0.78 -1.52 -2.85 
15 Wessex -4.55 -5.10 -4.87 -5.99 
16 Peninsula -7.08 -7.63 -8.61 -7.15 

 

3.4 Table 4 shows the ILEX GB generation tariffs for the base year (2003)47 and 
projected tariffs for the years 2005 and 2010.  NGC’s indicative ‘Strawman 5’ 
tariffs for England and Wales are included for comparative purposes. 

                                                 
45 NGT indicative tariffs in accordance with the proposed modifications to the 

transmission charging methodology in England and Wales.  Produced as part of the 
NGC 2003 charging review as per NGT circular of Friday 5 September 2003. 

46  By including the Scottish transmission networks into the DCLF model, the Scottish 
Interconnector is modelled as a circuit rather than a generator.  As the England-Scotland 
interconnector was is the only generator connected in Generation Zone 1 (Scot Border), 
removing it renders the results for this zone inconsequential.  It is reported for 
completeness only. 
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3.5 Table 5 shows the ILEX GB demand tariffs for the base year (2003) and 
projected tariffs for the years 2005 and 2010.  NGC’s indicative ‘Strawman 5’ 
tariffs for England and Wales are again included for comparative purposes. 

Table 5 – Demand zone tariffs (base case) 

Demand 
zone Zone area 

Strawman 
5 tariff for 

E&W 
(£/kW) 

2003 2005 2010 

A Northern Scotland  2.34 -0.64 -9.09 
B Southern Scotland  6.32 3.30 -2.79 
1 Northern (England) 3.49 6.16 5.27 3.46 

2 North West 
(England) 

7.99 11.08 10.08 8.82 

3 Yorkshire 7.32 9.89 9.34 8.39 

4 North Wales and 
Mersey 

7.89 10.65 10.07 9.17 

5 East Midlands 9.77 12.30 11.88 11.09 
6 Midlands 11.45 14.08 13.73 12.85 
7 Eastern 9.91 12.37 12.12 11.46 
8 South Wales 15.39 17.94 18.92 18.25 
9 South East 13.44 15.96 16.43 16.06 
10 London 15.71 18.27 18.90 18.98 
11 Southern 14.60 17.12 16.87 16.24 
12 South Western 17.00 19.54 19.48 17.92 

 

3.6 The figures in Table 4 shows how the generation TNUoS tariffs across GB 
would change if the proposed ICRP methodology were extended to include the 
Scottish transmission networks.  The table shows estimates of the new rates for 
the North and the South of Scotland. 

3.7 The results show that the inclusion of the Scottish zones increases the spread in 
charges in the base year £-7.08/kW (Peninsula) to £+10.06./kW (Dinorwig) 
under NGC’s Strawman 5 proposals to £-7.63/kW (Peninsula) to £+13.68/kW 
(Northern Scotland) under the GB ICRP arrangements in 2003.  The differentials 
can be seen to increase significantly in both 2005 and 2010 as the amount of 
Scottish renewable generation increases.  The projected generation tariff 
increases to £23.69/kW in Northern Scotland by 2010. 

                                                                                                                                                
47 It should be noted that the 2003 study is used as a reference only and will not exist in 

practice on the assumption that BETTA will not be implemented until April 2005 at the 
earliest. 
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3.8 Table 5 shows the current and estimated demand tariffs.  As with the generator 
tariffs, the inclusion of the Scottish zones has increased the spread of charges 
considerably, from £+3.49/kW (Northern England) to £+17.00/kW (South 
Western) under NGC’s Strawman 5 proposals to £+2.34/kW (Northern Scotland) 
to £+19.54/kW (South Western) if the NGC’s proposed methodology were to be 
implemented GB-wide at the present time. 

3.9 The demand tariffs are levied on suppliers and customers connected directly to 
the transmission system on their average half-hourly metered demand over the 
three Triad periods.  A separate unit rate is applied to the non-half-hourly 
metered demand of suppliers48. 

3.10 Under a GB-wide TNUoS arrangement, Scottish transmission-connected 
generators face high charges, and the revenue recovered from transmission-
connected generators in England & Wales is reduced.  Scottish demand would 
face lower charges with negative charges in both the north and the south of 
Scotland in 2010 – with NGC paying transmission-connected demand takers.  
This is a direct result of a progressive increase in the amount of (renewable) 
generation in Scotland with no corresponding increase in Scottish demand – with 
the result that more power is shipped from the North to the South. 

3.11 Negative demand charges may not be appropriate and is not clear whether or not 
they would be implemented. 

3.12 Our analysis suggests that Scottish generators would contribute 51% of total GB 
generator TNUoS revenue in 2005 - rising to 78% by 2010.  Furthermore, in 
2010, Scottish demand’s contribution to transmission network use of system 
(TNUoS) costs would result in them receiving a payment of approximately 3% of 
the total GB TNUoS demand revenues.  This would appear to be a direct result 
of the marginal MW-km approach used in the ICRP methodology, the extensive 
network lengths in Scotland (including the 132kV network) and distance of the 
Scottish network from the GB load centre. 

Impact on renewable generation compared to non-renewable 
generation 

3.13 Using our projected GB TNUoS tariff rates we explored the impact that 
application of these might have on the following market participants: 

• transmission-connected non-renewable generation; 

• transmission-connected renewable generation; 

• distribution-connected non-renewable generation; and 

• distribution-connected renewable generation. 

                                                 
48 We have not included non half-hourly TNUoS tariffs in our modelling. 
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3.14 From our analysis we calculated the average TNUoS charge faced by each of 
these types of generator at a GB level. 

3.15 For distribution connected renewable generation we calculated the total value in 
terms of avoided supplier demand TNUoS charges.  For this we assumed two 
types of distribution connected renewable generation: 

• intermittent (wind) generation; and 

• other renewable generation. 

Wind generation 

3.16 We assumed that all distributed wind generation, due to its intermittency, only 
‘hit’ two out of three Triad periods.  We assumed that these generators exported 
fully during two of the Triad periods and did not export during the third Triad 
period. 

Other renewable generation 

3.17 We assumed that all other distributed generation was controllable and could 
export fully over all three Triad charge periods. 

Negative demand charges 

3.18 Our tariff modelling shows negative demand charges in the North of Scotland in 
2005, and in both the North and the South of Scotland in 2010.  In assessing the 
cost-benefit of distribution connected renewables we have assumed that they 
would continue to generate even though this would increase supplier costs and 
hence represent an embedded dis-benefit.  Our assumption is that the value of the 
export from these generators, courtesy of the value of Renewable Obligation 
Certificates (ROCs), would exceed the cost of the TNUoS embedded dis-benefit 
and would therefore incentivise continued operation during Triad charge periods. 

Results 

3.19 Table 6 shows the GB average TNUoS charge under our projected GB ICRP 
modelling.  Figure 1 shows that the average GB generator TNUoS charge levied 
on renewable plant is considerably more than for non-renewable plant.  This is a 
direct result of all of the transmission connected renewable generators, in our 
modelling scenarios, being connected to the high TNUoS charge areas of 
Scotland. 

3.20 Despite some of the distribution connected renewable generation being 
connected in negative demand charge zones, GB distributed renewables give rise 
to a supplier benefit (on average).  Figure 1 shows this benefit to diminish over 
time, however.  This is due to the continued reduction of Scottish demand 
TNUoS charges over time, culminating in negative charges for both Scottish 
companies in 2010. 
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3.21 Figure 1 also shows that the (avoided supplier TNUoS) value of distribution 
connected non-renewable generation remains greater than that for distribution 
connected renewables over the period considered.  This too is seen to reduce 
over the period 2005 to 2010. 

3.22 Figure 1 also shows the trend of costs to renewable and non-renewable 
generation over time.  The chart shows that the average cost to GB renewable 
generation – both distribution and transmission connected – of implementing our 
modelled GB TNUoS charges increases over the period from 2003 to 2010.  
Conversely, the average cost to GB non-renewable, transmission – connected, 
generation is seen to reduce over the same period. 

Table 6 – Comparison of GB average TNUoS charges to non-renewable and 
renewable generators 

GB average TNUoS charge (£/kW) 2003 2005 2010 
Transmission-connected renewable generation 13.27 13.85 20.33 
Transmission-connected non-renewable generation 3.70 3.28 2.36 
Distribution-connected renewable generation -6.17 -3.87 -1.27 
Distribution-connected non-renewable generation -11.63 -11.16 -6.70 
All renewable generation 1.34 3.16 9.70 
All non-renewable generation 2.82 2.47 1.40 
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Figure 1 – Comparison of GB average TNUoS charges to non-renewable and 
renewable generators (£/kW) 
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Impact of GB TNUoS per unit of generated output 

3.23 We also looked at the cost-benefit impact per MWh of generation output.  This is 
based on ILEX assumed annual load factors of 0.3 for intermittent (wind) 
generation and 0.65 for all other generation (including non-intermittent 
renewable generation)49.  The results are presented in Table 7 and in Figure 2. 

3.24 The relatively low load factor of wind results in the highest charges being faced 
by transmission connected GB wind generation – again, a direct result of the fact 
that this is all located in Scotland where generator TNUoS charges are the 
highest.  The average cost to GB transmission connected intermittent renewables 
can be seen to reach £7.41/MWh in 2010. 

3.25 The cost per MWh of generated output for transmission connected non-
renewable plant is comparatively low and can be seen to reduce over the time 
period to 2010. 

 

 

                                                 
49 This is consistent with ILEX market models. 
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Table 7 – Comparison of GB average TNUoS charges by generated volumes 

GB average TNUoS charge (£/MWh) 2003 2005 2010 
Transmission-connected intermittent renewables gen N/A 4.92 7.41 
Transmission-connected other renewable gen 2.33 2.63 3.95 
Transmission-connected non-renewable gen 0.65 0.58 0.41 
Distribution-connected intermittent renewable gen -2.36 -1.14 -0.09 
Distribution-connected other renewable gen -2.34 -2.01 -1.32 
Distribution-connected non-renewable gen -2.04 -1.96 -1.18 

 

Figure 2 – Comparison of GB average TNUoS charges to generation of non-
renewable and renewable plant by volume (£/MWh) 
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Sensitivities 

3.26 As part of the study we ran some sensitivity studies.  These focussed on two 
particular aspects of the modelling assumptions: 

• under-utilised circuits; and 

• application of a locational security factor. 
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Definition of under-utilisation 

Table 8 – Generation zone tariffs – using a 25% limit to define under-utilised 
circuits (compared to the 10% base-case) 

Gen 
zone 

Zone area 2003 2005 2010 

  10% 25% 10% 25% 10% 25% 
A Northern Scotland 13.68 12.95 15.38 14.56 23.69 23.28
B Southern Scotland 10.56 10.03 12.41 11.82 12.77 12.58
1 Scot Border50 1.63 1.78 4.20 4.36 -3.33 -3.01
2 North East 9.10 9.14 8.42 7.77 7.31 7.32
3 North West 3.61 3.79 4.16 4.23 3.46 3.55
4 Humberside 5.46 5.52 4.96 5.00 3.90 3.84

5 Mersey, Pennines and 
Notts 

3.57 3.68 3.14 3.27 1.98 2.03

6 Nearly North Wales 4.89 5.02 4.81 4.64 3.74 3.53
7 Dinorwig 9.26 9.40 9.21 9.03 8.12 7.91
8 East Anglia 2.63 2.70 2.20 2.31 1.13 1.25
9 Midlands 1.38 1.49 0.96 1.15 -0.10 -0.05
10 South Wales -3.49 -3.39 -5.01 -4.71 -6.30 -6.34
11 Thames Estuary & Herts 1.18 1.25 0.21 0.32 -1.83 -1.61
12 Kent sliver 0.07 0.14 -1.26 -1.07 -3.27 -3.11
13 Central & SW London -5.98 -5.91 -7.54 -6.41 -8.95 -8.29
14 South Coast & Oxon -0.78 -0.69 -1.52 -1.14 -2.85 -2.84
15 Wessex -5.10 -5.01 -4.87 -4.31 -5.99 -5.92
16 Peninsula -7.63 -7.54 -8.61 -7.24 -7.15 -6.89

 

3.27 Table 8 and Table 9 present the modelled GB TNUoS tariffs using a under-
utilisation definition of 25%.  This is compared to the base case of 10%.  Table 8 
shows the impact on generation charges and Table 9 on demand charges. 

3.28 With a 25% under-utilisation threshold, more circuits are deemed to be under-
utilised (compared with the 10% base case) and generation transmission charges 

                                                 
50  By including the Scottish transmission networks into the DCLF model, the Scottish 

Interconnector is modelled as a circuit rather than a generator.  As the Interconnector is 
the only generator connected in Generation Zone 1 (Scottish Border), removing it 
renders the resulting tariffs from the Tariff model inconsequential.  It is reported for 
completeness sake only. 
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in Scotland can be seen to reduce as a result of the cost of a greater number of 
circuits being reduced through application of the 75% rule51. 

Table 9 – Demand zone tariffs using a 25% limit to define under-utilised circuits 
(compared to the 10% base-case) 

Dem 
zone 

Zone area 2003 2005 2010 

  10% 25% 10% 25% 10% 25% 
A Northern Scotland 2.34 2.77 -0.64 0.12 -9.09 -8.78 
B Southern Scotland 6.32 6.60 3.30 3.81 -2.79 -2.58 
1 Northern (England) 6.16 6.17 5.27 5.89 3.46 3.61 
2 North West (England) 11.08 11.07 10.08 10.12 8.82 8.81 
3 Yorkshire 9.89 9.82 9.34 9.36 8.39 8.42 
4 North Wales and Mersey 10.65 10.62 10.07 10.10 9.17 9.13 
5 East Midlands 12.30 12.26 11.88 11.88 11.09 11.12
6 Midlands 14.08 14.01 13.73 13.65 12.85 12.90
7 Eastern 12.37 12.34 12.12 12.11 11.46 11.41
8 South Wales 17.94 17.89 18.92 18.75 18.25 18.33
9 South East 15.96 15.92 16.43 16.37 16.06 16.05
10 London 18.27 18.25 18.90 18.86 18.98 18.76
11 Southern 17.12 17.07 16.87 16.53 16.24 16.21
12 South Western 19.54 19.49 19.48 18.86 17.92 17.82

 

The application of a locational security factor 

3.29 The characteristics of the Scottish transmission network are different to those in 
England and Wales.  Specifically, the two networks are designed to different 
standards.  It may not, therefore, be appropriate to apply the same locational 
security factor in Scotland and in England and Wales. 

3.30 On this basis, we repeated our analysis using a different security factor for 
Scotland.  A factor of 1.9 was still used for England and Wales but with factors 
of 1.5 and 2.5 for Scotland.  The results are shown in Figure 3. 

3.31 The results show that the difference between the average GB TNUoS charge 
(£/kW) for all GB renewable and all GB transmission connected non-renewable 

                                                 
51 Care should be taken in interpreting these results since the rules on under-utilisation 

only apply to the locational element of the final tariffs and the impact of changing this 
figure can be distorted by the non-locational element.  Many of the generation charges in 
England and Wales, for example, see a marginal increase as result of increasing the 
under-utilisation factor to 25%. 
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plant reduces for a reduced security factor in Scotland.  The effect of applying a 
security factor of 1.5 for Scotland is to reduce generator TNUoS in Scotland and 
hence lessen the adverse cost impact on transmission connected renewables.  
Conversely, Figure 3 shows that the application of a higher locational security 
factor (applied to Scotland only) has the opposite effect and increases the 
difference. 

Figure 3 – Impact of different locational security factors in Scotland on GB average 
TNUoS to non-renewable and renewable generators in 2010 (£/kW) 
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